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Innovative bio-product startup pitching, Finnish Embassy Berlin  
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
We are very happy to be able to invite you to participate in an investor pitching event at the Finnish 
embassy in Berlin between 2pm and 4pm on Tuesday 13th December. 
 
 

 
 
Finland, one of the leading countries internationally for innovation and the worldwide leader in 
Forestry Bio-Economy constantly produces young, disruptive companies that are increasingly reaching 
out into new markets.  
 
The Innovative Bio Products programme is a platform that targets high-potential markets. Join us in 
Berlin in December to hear about the Finnish bio-economy ecosystem and to engage in dialogue with 
these highly interesting companies. 
 
Several of the companies shown below are currently seeking financing for initial production plants 
either in Germany or Finland and will be happy to disclose more during and after the pitching event: 
 

Forest of Lapland:  

Refine extracts from Lapland's trees, berries and plants on a natural basis for use in 
pharmacology and cosmetic products as well as for nutritional supplements.  

  
Lumir:  

Have developed a new sprayable and biobased method to insulate sound. 
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Metgen:  

Use biotechnology to unleash the full power of pulp and paper enzymes for improving 
production efficiency and lowering energy consumption in an affordable way.  
 
Paptic:  

Have a newly patented technology which enables the manufacturing of a revolutionary 
new fiber product for carrier bags and packaging with plastic-like properties. 
 
Wall Plus:  

Design and produce a fibre composite material that enables the Wall+ to be 3-6 times 
lighter than competing tile solutions for construction and indoor furnishing.   
 

 
Following each pitch there will be an opportunity for Q&A as well as subsequent refreshments and 
areas for more private conversations. 
 
We would be delighted to welcome you to the above event at the architecturally fascinating Felleshus 
in the Nordic Embassies complex at the following address: 
 
Botschaft von Finnland 
Rauchstrasse 1 
10787 BERLIN   
 
Please register by 5th December with Mrs Hannele Zilm-Schulz as follows: hannele@findeconnect.com; 
0173 600 2111 
 
 
Kind regards 
 
Alun Jones 
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